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ABSTRACT
Faculty of Architecture and Engineering
Advisor: Igli Hakrama

The main aim of this thesis is to implement a system that comes in need of people
who wish to organize a special birthday party without spending too much time and
without being stressed about its details.
The system itself consists of an application and many components which links
together to perform any task required. For instance, the Wish List, which is
completed by the user, saved in database and managed by the administrator, the
Job Application which stores the data of people interested for job in our company,
the Calendar which is managed by the administrator and shows the upcoming
events, the Register and Login which stores personal data of users who wish to
return to our page, What‟s New, a section where user can be informed about new
entries in our company, How We Organize, a section dedicated to rules of events,
Contact which gives anyone the opportunity to contact directly with the
administrator.
In my country such events are never organized via a web application. People go
directly to the event organization office and try to discuss there with the
responsive, who in most of cases are busy, which implies that one should once
again come another day to meet them. The system I purpose gives a solution to
this problem, being also opened to any suggestion.
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ABSTRAKT
Fakulteti i Arkitektures dhe Inxhinierisë
Udhëheqës: Igli Hakrama

Qëllimi kryesor i kesaj teze është krijimi i një sistemi i cili i vjen në ndihmë
njerëzve të cilët dëshirojnë të organizojnë një festë ditëlindje pa shpenzuar shumë
kohë dhe pa u stresuar për detajet.
Sistemi në vetëvete konsiston në një aplikacion me komponentët e tij të cilat lidhen
ndërmjet tyre për të dhënë funksione të caktuara. Si shembuj, lista e dëshirave, që
plotësohet nga përdoruesi,hidhet ne databaze dhe menaxhohet nga administratori,
aplikimi për punë, ku të interesuarit aplikojnë dhe të dhenat ruhen në databaze,
kalendari që tregon eventet për periudhën në vazhdim, regjistrimi dhe hyrja ne
sistem, që ruan te dhënat personale të individëve që dëshirojnë të rikthehen në
faqen tonë, çfarë është e re, që mban të freskuar informacionet mbi të rejat në
kompaninë tonë, si organizojmë ne, një listë mbi rregullat e kompanisë tonë,
kontakti,që i jep mundësinë përdoruesëve të kontaktojnë drejtpërdrejte me
administratorin.
Në Shqipëri festa të tilla ne te shumtën e rasteve nuk organizohen në mënyrë
teknologjike përmes një aplikacioni. Personi i interesuar duhet të shkojë vetë në
organizata festimesh dhe të kërkojë te flasi me ndonjë përgjegjës, të cilët shumicën
e rasteve janë të zënë dhe i interesuari duhet te paraqitet sërisht ndonjë ditë tjetër.
Për ti dhene fund një problemi të tillë, unë kam propozuar këtë sistem, i cili
sigurisht është i hapur ndaj sugjerimeve tuaja.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

My thesis represents an event management system, which I called “Cherry Event;
birthday party management system”. Basically it is a system where a team (or
company organizes birthday parties as desired by the user.
It is a web application; users can access it whenever they want. The system is
organized in layers, which means there can be different users and according to this
is the availability of pages and functionalities. The main page is a welcome to all
users. There the user can find the menu bar in the top, compound by Sections such
as main/parties/wish list/calendar/artists/contact

and other links which include

general knowledge about the page such as how we organize, what we really do, to
familiarize the user with our activity. Also we introduce what is new in our page,
updating it every time we have some news to share with customers. In order to give
the users a visual idea of our parties, we have the gallery part, where we put
pictures from previous events that we have organized together with event name,
where it was organized and any other odd caption.
In below the page we have listed our business-partners. They are the crucial
column of our entire system, because without them we couldn‟t organize any event.
Partners have their own web sites and the user can surf them and later maybe,
decide which partner to use (i.e user may want the birthday cake from A pastry).
The wish list is another feature of our system, maybe the one that makes it different
from any other. It consist in filling in a type of „‟application‟‟ for a birthday party
to our company. Users who apply has to give an event name, date and time, how
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many people they want to invite, if they want any food or if they have any wish and
many other choices and all this is send in an application form to the administrator.
The selection of place or actor is constraint by the fact that they can be busy, so the
system has to make a general control, if at that day, in that time the restaurant is
busy if not, the actor is busy or not, then the administrator gives access to this
birthday-party and puts it in the calendar.
Sometimes users do not know what exactly to ask us for, but while completing the
wish list, if not specified anything, they leave space to our team to manage the
party as they wish. Provided information from wish list will be the starter of the
organization.
The calendar is a menu selection on its own. There the user can see which days are
busy at what time. According to this, the user calculates his/her own plans for the
party. When the application of user is submitted, he/she has to wait some minutes
or maybe one hour before having an acceptance or deny of birthday and if accepted
a fee is given in advance to be paid. This is done by email, so every user should
give own email address in the application form.
Of course there are some rules regarding this part:

It can happen that user has

changed his/her mind, and does not want to organize birthday anymore or not at
that day. Postponements are allowed if the administrator is informed at least one
day before the event, so that organization has not started yet.If the user doesn‟t
want the organization to be placed anymore, the fee is not given back.
In our party section we have divided three main categories kids –youth -parents
grandparents. There is a separate section for any of these groups which explains in
details how we manage to organize that kind of event, what usually other people
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suggest and some special event that we can organize on request. Also a description
of appetizers and cakes is given, so the user has the idea of what to ask for in the
wish list.
In the artist section a short description of artists‟ activity is done. So if you wish to
ask for any singer in this section we give a description of what you should be
waiting for. Also if you ask for an exhibitionist there you find what he/she does. In
the end of this page there can be a link which ask user to apply. This kind of
application regards those who wish to work with us. If any user has talent, in the
field of dancing, or painting or any other interesting talent, he/she is free to apply.
Such applicants have a different application form which they submit and then await
answer from the administrator.
In the contact part anyone can find our company mobile number, fax and the exact
address together with a Google map view. In this part users can also find the
instant-email form where they can communicate by email with the administrator
directly from our web site.
In the end of each page user can find the link of social media regarding our page,
such as Facebook, Tweeter and Instagram and can follow us to see our daily
activity.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

As the celebrating of the birthday is one of the most world-spread celebrations
nowadays in big countries there are created very large companies and industries
which are focused to this kind of event management. Many web sites, applications
and even programs for self-use offers people a vast of options to manage their
birthday party.
Many of these systems include not only birthday management, but also events such
as weddings, anniversaries, religious ceremonies or seminars, conferences, etc. all
organized and maintained by the same company. There are many companies
however which have put their focus only in birthday party organization.

2.1 Model Based Event Management

A detailed description and research on event management systems is done by
students of Saarland University of Germany. It is a research paper which starts
with the basic concepts of what an event means, to the implementation of new
technology in this field. Based on the research, they state that event management
systems are information systems used for the support of managing events. These
kind of systems, work as an intermediary between the business frameworks of
event marketing, management and information technology. The system itself,
works both on a business and a technical level, and as all information systems- are
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very complex. Such a system was also developed in the Institute of Information
Systems (IWI), in Saarland University and was a model which described the
customer order processing. The way this kind of management system is described,
is by event-driven process chain (EPC). The EPC is used for the construction of the
reference model for event management. A basic diagram of this concept is given
below:

Events are the passive elements in the EPC and are represented by hexagons. The
active elements in the EPC are functions, represented by rounded rectangles. What
this paper induces next, is the way of how the events are organized, giving a
structure in phases which should be well researched before building the system.
One of the most important phases, is the event planning. This phase is
characterized by controlling any kind of activities, which are related to the
adaptation of the procedure to the customer‟s wishes and to periodic activities,
such as budget checks or the monitoring of deadlines. Therefore, what the paper of
these students implies is that, in this phase most of the adaptive measures should be
carried out and this is the phase where should we start from. [1] This kind of
technique is also implied during the development of my system.
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2.2 Event management company in England

One of the most famous companies of event celebrating in England is
CelebrationZ, which is also an award winning company. This company has the
adequate staff to organize an event for any occasion, from birthdays, weddings,
Christmas to corporate seminars. The company works in a very easy way. They
have their own web site in which they have put their phone number and email.
Anyone can call in order to fix an appointment. It is the company that takes care of
every detail of the event, from invitations to catering. They even have food stalls;
different for any event. In case of children birthday party the company offers
entertainment for parents also, offering options like dinner or SPA .
An important place in this company takes particular holidays and birthdays.
Different for each age, this site explains in detail what it offers in such cases of
celebrations. Another and more important part of this company is rigorous staff
selection. It is explained that the company‟s staff members are well-selected not
only based on their talent but they are also police checked, public liability
insured.[2]

2.3 Birthday management system in India
In recent times, a large number of party organizers have been created in the city of
Delhi. These birthday organizers offer a huge variety of party themes such as
Mickey Mouse, Barbie, Power Puff girls, Ben10 and many others, just to attract the
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children to play with the favorite character. Besides finding a suitable theme for the
child and decorating the area, the birthday organizers, also take care of the birthday
cake, food and snacks. They arrange for a cake that goes best with the theme of the
party.
A birthday organizer gives a magical touch to the parties. They organize games and
activities for the kids and keeps with the atmosphere during all the party.[3]
My Birthday Organizer seems to be the most appropriate company for birthday
events in New Delhi. Unfortunately it only organizes birthday parties for kids.
The way this company works is different from the previous British company I
described and is somehow similar to the system I have suggested. Their website is
full of information related to the company and to the events. The main menu offers
pages related to details of the party like themes, games and food. The idea of
organizing somehow constricts the clients‟ desires because the events are organized
in packets. Packets are ready „‟wish list‟‟ which describes in details what the event
will have and the total price of the packet.
However the company gives the client the chance to contact them. If a client is
interested he/she can contact the company by email, mobile or by the quick contact
option.

2.4 Birthday organization in Albania

In the latest years, even in Albania birthday celebrations are considered important
and special events are held on this day. As a result, many companies are
organizing the events involved in this trend. Most companies do not have an
official website and they advertise their business via social networks like
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Facebook. This makes the company not taken seriously and the only sure means
of contact remains the visitation of agency's office at the address concerned.
But there is a rigorous company in the Albanian market named "Ami Event",
which is a company specialized in organizing weddings, but also deals with
birthday events. This company has its official website and the respective options
for organizing birthday parties. An important element of this site, which is also
present in my system is sending the request for birthday online, however unlike
my system, the organization is more or less the same with the organization in
New Delhi, where the client chooses packets and cannot directly express his/her
choices.

Based on the observation I did with the Journal Paper and from the similar
systems I gave as an example, I managed to implement some of the features they
give,

in

my

own

system

which

i

further

describe

below.
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Chapter 3
SOFTWARE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

3.1 Analysis

Cherry event is a web application; users can access it whenever they want. The
system is organized in layers, which means there can be different users and
according to this is the availability of pages and functionalities (privileges).
Every user can apply for a birthday event, submit the request and see the price of
the event. To prevent any problem, every user should pay the 20% of total price in
advance. If user wants to be remembered by the system in case of other
applications, he/she can login and data will be saved in database.
For every element (food, cake, games) there will be a specific price hold in
database which sums up with other elements to give the total price. Artists working
with the team have their own login session from where they can see their own
work-calendar.
If anyone is interested to work with our tam ad has talent, every once in a while the
admin opens a link to apply for job.
The administrator is in charge of taking the applications of events from database,
sees if there is an available date and time then inform user for confirmation or deny
and if event is accepted administrator puts in the page calendar and also updates the
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respective artists-calendar selected by the user. A detailed list of functions of every
actor in the system is given below:
1.

Customers/ normal users

Anyone who visits the page, for us is a normal user and what our page provides
for them is all of above:
give description of our page, who we are what we do, how we do
what is new in our page/ team
who works in our team (not people names but duties: singer, dancer etc.)
application possibility for job in our team for those who are talented
explore our business-partners
fill in an application of requirements for a party which meets anyone choice
show the calendar of events, to see when /where to program their own party
gallery of pictures of our previous organizations of birthdays
contact with administration by page email
Artists
Artists are not much related to the technical part of the system, they are part of the
company members but yet they are another category of users of the page.
By artist we mean anyone that works in our party-team like: singer, dancer, painter,
clown, comedian or exhibitionist as well as managers and organizers.
These people have their own accounts where they can see their days of work, time,
place of event and any other information needed for the occasion.
Their timetable is organized by the administrator collaborating with partyorganizers. Every artist can see their own timetable but they cannot make any
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change. Everything is calculated, but if artist has any conflict in the schedule they
can always contact with administrator. The main calendar is a part of the whole
website; there any artist can see who he/she will be working with.

2.

Administrator

The only person who has full control of anything of any function or account is the
administrator.
He updates the news in the page, organizes the calendar of events for each artist ,
takes the users application for job and reply to them, takes applications of birthday
requirements and reply to them. It is he who deals with any problem of other user,
conflict in timetable, messages not replied, any inconvenience by the users etc. He
adds further information in the web site, in any section if it is necessary.
It is the administrator who replies to any email coming to the web site and most
important, it is he who opens link for job application and also closes it.
The role of administrator is crucial. He really has a lot of work to do, remembering
a lot and sometimes even make calculation.
In some points of his work he will be helped by party organizer, who has no
connection with the technical part of the system. He is part of the” backstage
actors”, just like restaurants owners or stewards and so he just takes
acknowledgements from administrator. But he has the right to consult with the
admin for any change or anything related to the party.
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3.2

Functional Requirements

Administrator functionality:
Administrator login
The administrator has full access of everything in the project.
Can change privileges or any other field related to users
Can change or delete accounts (of users or team members)
Can update the calendar of events when necessary

User functionalities:
User can register and login if he/she wants the personal data to be saved
Can read a description of our page, which we are what we do and rules
Can be updated what is new in our company/team
Can see who works in our team (not people names but duties: singer, dancer
etc.)
Has an application possibility for job in our team for those who are talented
Can explore our business-partners
Can fill in an application of all requirements for a party which meets
anyone choice
Can see the calendar of events, to see when /where to program their own
party
Can see the gallery of pictures of our previous organizations of birthdays
Can contact with administration by page email
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Artist functionality:
Artist can login
Can see his job date& time in his/her own calendar
Contact admin when any inconvenience happens with calendar

3.3 Non – Functional Requirements

- Product Requirements:
Reliability
- The system should handle multiple requests(applications) at the same time
Usability
- User friendly interface
- Easy to understand menu
- Paragraphs that explains all the functionalities must be available
- Before paying a service, or fine, it must be asked for confirmation
Performance
Security
- Users cannot access the database (only admin can)
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3.4 Functions

The main functions of the system:
User Register:

user can be registered into system

User Login:

user logs in the system

Artist Login:

artists log in the system

Job Application:

any one can apply for job

Birthday List:

complete the list for the birthday party

Get Price:

require price

Update Calendar:

update calendar with new event

Edit Calendar:

edit any event in the calendar

Print PDF:

print in PDF format rules of the company

Send email:

send email to administrator

Set Event:

set e new event

Edit Event:

edit an event

Delete Event:

delete event from calendar

3.5 Software Requirements

HTML
Most of the documents of the system are written in HTML language. HTML
language is readable by the web browser so then the website can be visible and
displayed. The HTML elements form the blocks of the website. Images and objects
are allowed to be embedded and can be used to create interactive forms. Structured
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documents can be created by denoting structural semantic text like paragraph,
links, link etc. By using the JavaScript language it can embed scripts.
HTML5 is the latest version of Hypertext Markup Language. It is loaded quicker
and is more flexible. Many parts of my system are built using the HTML5.
CSS
The cascading style sheet is the mean which gives the look to the HTML. It is used
for styling purposes of the view. Almost every detail of the final implemented
system is due to the CSS.
The CSS implementations come in the form of some „rules‟ which are
implemented throughout the entire HTML code.
CSS 3 is the improved version of the CSS, with new features to make a dynamic
website. With CSS3 the design of the website is brought to another stage.
PHP

PHP is a popular general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited to
web development. PHP is a fast and flexible language which powers the websites.
With PHP you can connect the basic code of your page with the Database, by using
some specific codes of the MySQL extensions.
Another way to access database from PHP is using PDO extensions. PDO provides
a data-access abstraction layer, which means that, regardless of which database
you're using, you use the same functions to issue queries and fetch data. I have
implemented the PDO extension in some parts of the system where the database
connection was needed. [4]
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JQuery
JQuery is a library of JavaScript. It is a fast, small, and feature-rich. It makes
things like HTML document traversal and manipulation, event handling,
animation, and Ajax much simpler. JQuery is used in this project especially for
dynamic functions. [5]

Hardware requirements:
For this kind of system the basic hardware requirement is the laptop/PC. In order
to support the capacity of the system, the hardware should have a minimum of
256MB of RAM. The hardware should also be connected to the internet.
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Chapter 4
System Modeling and Design
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is considered as one of the most well-known
modeling languages for object oriented applications. UML is very rich in its
diagrams and supports different types of modeling a system. The most important
diagrams to represent a system are: use cases, activity diagrams, sequence
diagrams, class diagrams and state diagrams.

Use Case:

Figure 4. 1 - Use Case Diagram
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The use case represented in figure 4.1 is an overall use case of the system. It
identifies the actors, the functions that they have and how these interact throughout
the system. The actors are pictured in person shape and arrows point to the function
that every actor does. Actors can be defined as some internal or external entity that
interacts with the system. When an arrow coming from a function points to another
function it means that the second function cannot be performed after first function
takes place, or, it means that simply function 2 takes some features from function
1. The actors of my system are the administrator, the artists and the users. These
interact with other through the functions specified in the round shapes.

Activity diagram
Activity diagrams represent the flow of activities. Activity diagrams show the
overall flow of control. To read an activity diagram you should understand its
shapes.

rounded rectangles represent actions;
diamonds represent decisions;
bars represent the start or end of concurrent activities;
a black circle represents the start (initial state) of the workflow;
an encircled black circle represents the end (final state).[6]

Below I am sowing the most important activity diagram of the system, the one of
the wish-list compilation.
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Wish-List activity diagram
When someone wants to put a party appointment, if the user is already registered
before, just login, the personal data will be autocompleted, otherwise the user will
manually complete personal data. Then user can complete the rest of the form and
control the price. If user likes the price then just press submit and the request goes
to database. If user doesn‟t like the price, just quits.

Figure 4.2 – Activity Diagram

Sequence Diagram
A sequence diagram is a diagram that shows how processes operate with each
another and in what order and how the objects interact in time sequence. [7]
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Registration sequence diagram
The diagram shows the involved objects to perform the registration process and the
processes which are performed throughout the communication. In this case the
user, the system and the database are involved. The process starts with the user
which

elements

in

database

can

interact

in

the

system.

Figure 4.3 – Register Sequence diagram

Administrator-activity sequence diagram
The diagram shows the activity of updating of the administrator in the system. In
this case the objects which interact with each other are more; admin, system, pages,
calendar and database, since this function involves many fields of the system. The
diagram gives step by step the logical flow and the time of each process to be
finished and the response they give.
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Figure 4.4 – Administrator-activity Sequence Diagram

State Diagram
A state diagram describes the behavior of system in states. State diagrams require
that the system described is composed of a finite number of states. [8] In the figure
4.5 it is given the state diagram of wish-list completion. The start point indicates
the beginning of this process. The user logs in as usual. If the login state represents
any error, the next state will immediately be the end state. Else, the next normal
state will proceed; in this case the visit of the wish list. The user starts to complete
the wish list, and then he/she can control the price. After this state the user need to
confirm his/her choice and so submit the wish-list. After this state the whole
diagram ends in the same end-state. There is only one end state in such diagrams.
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Figure 4.5 - State Diagram

Entity Relationship Diagram
In software engineering, an entity–relationship diagram is a diagram that describes
the data which are related with the database. The main components of ER models
are entities (things) and the relationships that can exist among them. [9]

Figure 4.6 Entity relationship diagram
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In my system‟s database there are five tables; users, job, artist, events and calendar,
each of them having a relation with each other. For instance, the calendar table
with events table; the relation of these two tables stays in the dates meanwhile the
relationship of calendar with artists stays in the date when a specific artist has a
job.

Class Diagram

In software engineering, a class diagram in the (UML) is a type of static structure
diagram that describes the structure of a system by showing the system's classes,
their attributes, operations (or methods), and the relationships among objects.

Figure 4.7- Class Diagram
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Here there are represented the main classes; user calendar, events and artist, of the
system and their attributes together with their methods. Classes are connected with
each other through associations. Each class has its own objects which perform a
specific operation. For example class “events” has the attributes of user data and
event data. The operations which will be perform in this class are getUserData,
getEventName, getUserAge, getGuests, getPlace, getTheme, getCake, and
getArtist. In order to perform these actions this class needs to have connectivity
through its objects with other classes, like the user class, in order to take the users
data and the artist class, to get the artists data.

Component Diagram

The figure 4.8 explains the component diagram of how a user sends the event to the
system. In order to send the application, firstly the user should go to wish list and
complete it. Then the information of the wish list is saved at the events, which
administrator can access.

Figure 4.8 Component Diagram
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System Architecture

System architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior,
and more views of a system. An architecture description is a formal description and
representation of a system, organized in a way that supports reasoning about
the structures of the system.[10]
The architecture of this project is Web Based, which means all actors would need a
laptop/PC and an internet connection to connect to the server which keeps the data.

Figure 4.9 – System Architecture
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Chapter 5
System Implementation

5.1 Database
The main part of the whole system is the database. . The database is built using
MySql language and the administration is handled by PHPMyAdmin, which is
open source and easily works through any browser. [11] It is here where all
information is kept, from user name to date of events. The main table of the
database is the users‟ table. It is most frequently used as it keeps the information of
every user which logs in. For this purpose sessions are used. Sessions enables all
instant objects of user table to log into the system and also log out from the system.
The password of every user is saved in MD5 mode in order to keep security.

Figure 5.1 - Database table: users
Another important table is the table of events, where every wish-list application is
saved and the table which is controlled mostly by administrator. The fields it
contains are exactly those which the user completes; users personal data and every
option selected from the wish-list.
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Figure 5.2 - Database Table: events
Other tables in the database tables are job, artists and calendar, shown in the figures
below: The job table, which keeps the information of users who apply for job.

Figure 5.3- Database Table: job
The artists table, which keeps the information of each artist such as username, password.

Figure 5.4- Database Table: artists

This is the database table of calendar; where events are registered and from here
they are displayed in the calendar page.
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Figure 5.5 - Database Table: calendar
5.2 Security and usability
Not anyone can access any field which is not in its privileges. The login system
works perfectly, differentiating users. An artist has its own username and password
and normal users have their own account. If normal users would tent to enter in the
account reserved for artists an error message occur, telling them that the account
they provided is not found. Same can happen for the artists, they cannot enter any
normal users account. The only part that does not need a personal account is the
application for job. This link is not always opened, but when administrator opens
the link, anyone can access it and can apply.
Tables of users and artists are accessed only by the administrator. However the
personal password is saved in encrypted mode so neither the administrator can
access the account of any of the users.
During the login process, data is filtered and also the autocomplete function is
implemented; these are done to help the user. Process of completing logins for a
previous registered user is enabled through the function of autocomplete, where
user can only print some characters in the search area and his/her name username
of the same browser will automatically be autocompleted. A screenshot of this
process is shown in figure 5.6
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Figure 5.6- Login for normal users
Another function present in the system in the conversion of a file into a PDF file
and then maybe print it. Converting of a file into a PDF format is made possible by
the usage of FPDF, which is a free PHP class that generates PDF files by use of
only PHP language. [12]
The file to be converted is the rule & information file, so user can read the rules
and have total information about how the company works. This is especially
needed to prevent any accident with payment.
When a normal user wants to apply for job there is a special section for this
function, build using AJAX and JQuery. The information is saved in database
except for the files, which are saved separately in a folder called „uploaded‟ and in
the database field only the path of the file is saved.
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Figure 5.7 - Job Form

This figure 5.9 shows an example of the filled database table where the form of job
application is saved.

Figure 5.8 - Structure of job table

The most complicated structure of the system is the calendar. The calendar is
generated using JavaScript language and JQuery, but in order for events to be
generated from database the need of PHP was inevitable. Here I played with some
tricks and used a different logic. I encapsulated the entire page code into a PHP
variable and „echo-ed‟ it in the end, then I worked with functions separately
defining them again as PHP variables, arrays or strings according to elements and
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generating one by one any field from the database. The calculation of date and time
are done by JavaScript code, taking the information from database, but generating
it in the page according to its own style. A part of the code which includes the
connection to the database, the initialization of variables and the function of
retrieving data is given below:

4

$db = new PDO('mysql:host=localhost;dbname=cherry;charset=utf8',
'root', '');

5

$stmt = $db->query('SELECT * FROM calendar');

6

$molla = "";

7

while($row = $stmt->fetch(PDO::FETCH_ASSOC))

8

{

9

$molla .= "title: '".$row['title']."'";

$molla .= "{";

10 $start = explode('-', $row['start']);
11 $molla .= "start: new Date(";
12 for($i=0; $i<4; $i++)
13 {$molla .= $start[$i].",";

}

14 $molla .= $start[4]."),";
15 $end = explode('-', $row['end']);
16 $molla .= "end: new Date(";
17 for($i=0; $i<4; $i++)
18 {
19 $molla .= $end[$i].",";
20 }
21 $molla .= $end[4]."),";
22 $molla .= "}, ";

23 }

Figure 5.9- Calendar Code

The events put by the user are created by using HTML5 and CSS3. The way these
languages work is user friendly and more dynamic. Normal elements come in the
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format of a selection or checkbox or multiple selection tool. Elements which use
the HTML5 are the one to select time and date for the event. When a wrong date is
selected, say a date of one year age, a popup box informs the user for this wrong
selection. The price function is build using PHP and generated in the page by using
JQuery. When nothing is selected from the wish-list, the price is shown as 0.

Figure 5.10- Wish-List
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work

Birthday celebrations are an ancient European tradition which evolved as attempts
to fend off the evil spirits which people believed were attracted to a person
celebrating their birthday in the most accurate way, perfect place, a cake, candles,
friends and maybe a party. [13] These kind of celebration are then followed by the
act of well-wishing, singing songs and giving birthday-gifts. The celebration has
also evolved during the latest years and nowadays deciding for the place, the cards
color, the cake and guests is quite a feat.
Given that in foreign countries except Albania to various events such as the birth
day, is given special importance, besides the importance of the event, is dedicated
also a special technology. Different sites advertise their businesses of organizing
events, for adults and for children. Such arrangements help people make faster
decisions without stress and without fatigue. Implementation of such a structure is
effective for people of every age and above all it is a novelty and something
pleasant to find information and see new trends, even if user is not really going to
organize an event.
In Albania such technology is still new. Even some organizations have tried to
introduce this technology in the market; there is still work to be done. Giving more
space to clients‟ requests and desires through these web-based applications is the
weak point of such systems.
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The system "Cherry Event", built based on web technology provides such a
solution, simple and pleasant. No stress and time lost through the offices, contact
numbers and meeting organizers for anything. The client is the one who decides for
everything, based on what we offer and what he/she likes. Everything is sent via a
submit button.
“Cherry Event" in the coming years is expected to push its organization on other
events too, maybe including meetings, seminars, religious celebrations etc. thus
completing a worthy company of events management. Also given that mobile
technology is progressing and nowadays smartphones are more used rather than a
simple laptop, Cherry event is expected to build an application based on mobile
technology, faster, advanced and more dynamic.
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Chapter 8
Appendix

8.1 Other UML Diagrams

Swim-lane Diagram

User Registration
This swim lane diagram shows the user‟s registration and the interaction of system
and database in this action.

Figure8.1 Swim-lane for registration
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Users Login
When user wants to login simply goes to login page, enters username and
password. Systems control the database if such username and password exists.
Personal Information in the page is auto filled.

Figure 8.2 Swim-lane for login
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Administrator activity
Every time the administrator wants to update something in the system, he enters the
system code, updates any page. Then control if any new event has been written in
the database and if there is time he enters these event in calendar, updating in this
way the calendar.

Figure 8.3 Swim-Lane for admin activity
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Party Application
When user wants to make a party application, just logs in, the personal data are
auto filled. Then continue to fill in the application form. In the end price shows
up. If price is suitable just submit the event.

Figure 8.4 Swim-lane for party application
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Sequence Diagram
The sequence diagram shows the sequence of actions during the preformation of
a specific task. It comes in such a form like objects and classes which interact with
each other in many ways.

Party Application Sequence diagram

Figure 8.5-Sequence Diagram

Data Flow Diagram
By the name itself this kind of diagram gives the idea of the flow of events in the
system by creating a linkage composed of functions input/output and the flow
mechanism.
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The diagram above is a plane example of a DFD for this system where there are
explained some processes like logging in, completing part application, updating the
calendar then artist can see their job time.

Figure 8.6 Data Flow Diagram

Collaboration diagram
The collaboration of methods with each other is shown by a collaboration diagram.
Each component is linked with the function or object with which it is related. For
example the update function links the administrator with the calendar so the users
and artists get can see the update. The collaboration of all these components is
shown by the diagram above:
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Figure 8.7 – Collaboration Diagram

8.2 Screenshots from the system
In this section I have included parts of the interface of the finished Cherry Event
Management System, just to have an idea of the finished work.
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Figure 8.8 Home page

Figure 8.9 Features of System

Figure 8.10 Calendar of Page
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Figure 8.11 Calendar of Artist

Figure 8.12 Contact
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